
Chapter 8 

Database management System 

 

Concept of Database 

A database is a collection of data. A DBMS (DataBaseManagementSystem) is a set of programs used to 

create access and maintain a database. The primary goal of DBMS is to provide an environment that is 

both convenient and efficient in storing and retrieving database information. 

Advantages of DBMS 

Database systems are designed to manage large volumes of information. A DBMS consists of a 

collection of data and a set of programs to access those data. A DBMS has the following advantages 

1) Data Redundancy can be avoided:-Duplication of data is called data redundancy. In a file 

management system, same data may be stored in many files. This duplication of data is called 

redundancy. Redundancy leads to higher storage cost of data.A DBMS keeps data at one place and all 

users and applications access the centrally maintained database and avoids data redundancy. 

2) Data inconsistency can be reduced:-Data redundancy leads to data inconsistency.ie,when the 

various copies of  the same data does not match each other. An inconsistent database provides 

incorrect data. Inconsistency can be controlled by controlling data redundancy. 

3) Efficient data access:-A DBMS provides an efficient access to database. 

4) Data integrity:-Data integrity refers to correctness, completeness and accuracy of data stored in the 

database. Data integrity is maintained through implementing a set of  rules and procedures. It can also be 

done by using error checking and validation. 

5) Data Security:-Data security refers to protecting data against accidental lose or accessing /modifying 

data by unauthorized users. Data security can be done by using passwords. 

6) Sharing of data:-The data stored in the database can be shared among multiple programs and 

users. 

7) Enforces standard:-The database enforces standard. Some standards include-naming convention, 

display format, report structure, access rules etc.These standards may be laid by the organization or 

individual who uses data. 

8) Crash Recovery:-A DBMS provides a mechanism for data backup and recovery from crash ecovery / 

hardware failure. 

Components of DBMS 

A DBMS consists of the following components, 

Hardware:-Hardware includes computers (Server,PC etc) ,storage devices(hard disk,magnetic tape) and 

other devices(hub,switch,routers) for data storage and retrieval. 

Software:-The Software consists of DBMS, application programs and utilities. A DBMS acts as a bridge 

between the users and database. All the requests from users to access database are handled by the 

DBMS.The users access the database using application programs. 

 

 



Data:-It is the most important component of DBMS.The database should contain all the data needed by 

the organization. The database contain Metadata (data about data) and operational data.The data in the 

DBMS is organized in the form of Field, Record and Files. A DBMS provides a centralized control of 

data. 

Field:-A field is the smallest unit of stored data.For example Roll No,Name,Place etc. 

Record:-A record is a collection of related fields.For eg. 1001, Rajesh, Kollam 

Files:-A files is a collection of records. 

    Fields 

 

 

Record 

 

 

 

Users:-The users access the database by using application programs.Depending on the mode of 

interaction with a DBMS database users are classified into 4 types 

Data Base Administrator (DBA), Application Programmer, Sophisticated user and Naive user. 

Procedure:- Procedures are rules and instructions that govern the design and use of a database.It may 

include instruction to start and stop DBMS,backup database,login to database etc. 

Database Abstraction 

Abstraction is the process of showing essential features of database that a user need and hiding it’s 

complex structure. A database system is designed using three levels of abstraction, Physical Level, Logical 

Level (Conceptual level),View Level. 

1)Physical Level:-It is the lowest level of abstraction. It describes how data is actually stored in a 

storage medium like magnetic disk or tape.ie,No. of Bits used to store data,Sarting and ending point 

of data etc.such details are hide from users. 

2)Logical Level(Conceptual Level):-Logical level describes what data are stored in the database and 

the relationship exist between data.ie, The data type, format of data etc are hidden from users. Logical 

level abstraction is used by database administrator. 

 

3)View Level:-This is the highest level of database abstraction and is near to the users.It is concerned 

with the way in which individual users view the data.It describes only a part of entire database.Most of 

the users of  a database are not concerned with all the information stored in a database instead they need 

only a part of it. 

 

 

 

 

 

Adm.No Name Batch 

101 Anu HUM 

102 Manu SCI 

103 Ram COM 

Files 



Three levels of abstraction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data Independence: Databse is implemented as 3 different levels (Physical, Logical and View Level) of 

hierarchy.DataIndependance is the ability to modify the schema (structure of database) at one level 

without affecting the database structure at next higher level. There are 2 different levels of data 

independence. 

 

Physical data independence: It is the ability to modify the schema at the physical level without affecting 

the schema at the logical level.ie, The database application will remains the same even if the structure at 

physical level changed. 

 

Logical data Independence: It is the ability to modify the schema at the logical level without affecting the 

schema at the view level.  

It is difficult to achieve Logical data Independence than Physical data independence because the 

application programs are heavily depending on the logical structure of database. 

 

Different users of database 

Based on the mode of interaction with DBMS the users of a database are classified into four 

 

1. Database Administrator (DBA)        2.Application Programmer  

3. Sophisticated Users                  4. Naive Users  

 

Database Administrator (DBA): A database administrator is a person who has central control over the 

database. The main duties of a DBA are 

 

 Design of the Physical and Logical Schema: Based on the requirements of the organization the 

 DBA designs the physical and logical structure of a database. 

 Security and Authorization: A DBA ensure that only authorized persons are accessing the 

 database. 



 Data availability and recovery from failure: The DBA must take steps to restore data to a 

 consistent state in the case of system crash. The DBA must take steps to back up data periodically 

 and maintain logs.(Report of the activities) 

Application Programmer:-Application programmers are computer professionals who interacts with the 

database through application programs written in any languages such as C,C++,Java etc.They interact 

with the data base using DML.(Data Manipulation Language). 

Sophisticated Users:-Sophisticated users interact with database through their own queries(request to 

database). They include engineers, analyst,scientists etc. 

Naive users:-Naive users are unsophisticated users .They interacts with database by invoking previously 

written application programs. They are not aware of details of DBMS.They use the higher level abstraction 

(View level).Naive users include billing clerk in a super market, bank, hotel, clerical staff in an office etc. 

 

Relational data model 

A relational model stores data in a tabular form. Each relation has a unique name. The main advantage of 

relational model is that it is simpler than other models. A relational database management system 

(RDBMS) is a program that lets you create, update, and administer a relational database. Some of the 

popular RDBMS are Oracle,MYSQL,DB2 etc. 

 

Terminologies in RDBMS 

 

Consider the following table 

Relation- Student 

 

 

 

Cardinality  

 

 

 

 Degree  

1)Entity:-An entity is a real world object such as student,teacher,classroom,school etc. 

 

2)Relation:-A relation is a collection of data in the form of rows and column.It is also called a Table. 

3)Tuple:-The row in a table is called tuple.It is also called record. 

 

Class No Reg.No Name Class Batch Mark 

10 100 Raj XI SCI 450 

11 101 Arun XII HUM 475 

12 102 Meena XI COM 444 

10 103 Nazar XII SCI 470 

13 104 Jose XI SCI 450 

14 105 Jisha XII HUM 500 



4) Attribute:-A column in a table(Relation) is called attribute. 

5) Degree:-The number of columns(attributes) in a table is called degree.The Degree of the relation student 

is 6. 

6) Cardinality:-The number of rows (tuples/records) in a table is called cardinality. The cardinality of the 

relation student 6. 

7) Domain:-The set of possible values for a column (Attribute) is called domain. From this set the actual 

value for a column is drawn.Eg.the domain for Reg. No is any valid no between 100 to 500 and Domain 

for Name Is any valid name. 

 

8)Schema:-The overall design/structure (Description) of a database is called schema. For  relational model 

the schema specifies it’s name, name of each column, and its type. 

 

Eg.   Employee    Name                    Character(20), 

     EmpCode              Integer, 

     Designation           Character(10), 

     Pay                         Integer 

 

9) Instance:-The set of tuples is called instance. Each tuple has the same no. of fields as the relational 

schema.  Eg. Instance of the relation Employee is as follows 

 

 

 

 

Keys:A key is collection of one or more attributes (column) that uniquely identifies each rows (Tuple) in a 

table. If a key consisting of more than one attribute then it is called a composite key. 

 

1) Candidate Key:- A candidate key is a minimal set of column /columns that uniquely identifies each 

row in the table.A table may contain more than one candidate key. For example 

Reg.No,Name,Class+ClassNo can be considered as a candidate keys in the Student table. 

 

2)Primary Key:-A primary key is one of the  candidate keys which is used to uniquely identify each row 

in a table.A table can have only one primary key.A primary key could not contain null or duplicate 

values. In the Relation Student Reg.No can be chosen as Primary key. 

 

3) Alternate Key:- A candidate key that is not the primary key is called Alternate Key. In the relation 

student  

Name,Class+ClassNo are Altenate keys. 

4) Foreign Key (Reference Key):- A key in a Table can be called foreign key if it is a Primary key in 

another table. It is used to join two or more tables together. It is also called reference key. 

Name EmpCode Designation Pay 

Johnes 450 Clerk 10000 

Beena 455 Manager 25000 



Address 

 

In the table Address the column Reg.No is a foreign key 

since it is set as the primary key for the table Student. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Relational Algebra 

A relational algebra is a set of operations that can be performed on a Table. Relational 

algebra consists of a set of operations that take one or more relations as input and produce a new relation 

as output. The fundamental operations in relational algebra are Select,Project,Union,Cartesian 

Product,Intersection,Set Difference etc.The select and project are unary operations as they operate on one 

relation, while other operations are binary operations (Cartesian product, UNION,INTERSECTION and 

DIFFERENCE). 

 

SELECT Operation- It is a Unary Operation 

 

The SELECT operation selects rows from a table that satisfies a specific condition. It is denoted by 

Sigma(σ).The select operation gives horizontal subset of a relation. 

 

 σ condition (Table Name) 

 

Eg. To select all the students of Science batch,The following select Operation can be used 

 

  σ Batch=”SCI” (Student) 

(There are situations where we need to combine two conditions .In such cases AND ( ٨   ), OR (V) 

NOT( ! ) operators are used with expressions.)  

 

PROJECT Operation- It is a Unary Operation 

 

The PROJECT operation selects attributes(Columns) from a table .It is denoted by Pi( π).The PROJECT 

operation gives vertical subset of a relation. 

   

 Π column1, column2,column3…..(Table Name)    

 

Reg.No DOB Place 

100 17/11/2000 TVM 

 101 12/10/2001 KLM 

102 05/07/1999 KLM 

103 20/08/2001 EKM 

104 11/11/2001 TVM 

105 01/12/2000 TVM 



Eg. To select ClassNo and Name from the Relation Student. 

  

 Π ClassNo.Name(Student)    

 

UNION Operation –It is a Binary Operation 

The UNION operation results a relation consisting of all tuples from both the relations.It is denoted by U. 

The UNION operation takes place between two relations having same number and types of attributes 

(union compatible).It should be noted that tuples appear in both relations should appear once in the 

resultant Relation. 

 

Eg. Arts        Sports 

 

Adm.No Name Batch 

104 Alex COM 

100 Jose COM 

132 Vivek HUM 

137 Bincy COM 

144 Remya SCI 

 

Arts U Sports      

 

 

It is noted that the student with Adm.No 100 appers in 

both relations so it must be included once in the 

resultant relation. 

 

 

 

 

 

INTERSECTION Operation- It is a Binary Operation 

The INTERSECTION operation returns a relation consisting of all tuples common to both the relations. It 

is denoted by ∩. The Intersection operation takes place between two relations having same number and 

types of attributes (compatible) 

Eg. Arts ∩ Sports 

 

 

 

 

Adm.No Name Batch 

100 Jose COM 

101 Anu HUM 

102 Manu SCI 

103 Ram COM 

Adm.No Name Batch 

 100 Jose COM 

101 Anu HUM 

102 Manu SCI 

103 Ram COM 

104 Alex COM 

132 Vivek HUM 

137 Bincy COM 

144 Remya SCI 

Adm.No Name Batch 

 100 Jose COM 



SET DIFFERENCE Operation-It is a binary Operation 

The SET DIFFERENCE operation returns a relation consisting of all tuples appearing in the first relation 

and not in the second relation. It is denoted by --     . The Set Difference operation takes place between two 

relations having same number and types of attributes (compatible) 

Eg. Arts – Sports  (It means rows present in Arts but absent in Sports) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cartesian Product Operation 

The Cartesian product operation results all the possible combination of rows from both 

relations.It is a binary operation and is denoted by X(cross).It is also called cross product. 

 

Student        Teacher 

    

 

 

 

Cardinality – 3,  Degree- 3                                      Cardinality-2,       Degree-2 

    

Student X Teacher 

Adm.No Name Batch Id  Name 

100 Jose COM 100 Rajesh 

100 Jose COM 101 Mohan 

101 Anu HUM 100 Rajesh 

101 Anu HUM 101 Mohan 

102 Manu SCI 100 Rajesh 

102 Manu SCI 101 Mohan 

 

Cardinality – 6     Degree- 5. 

It is noted that the resultant Relation obtained as part of Cartesian Product has Cardinality equals to the 

product of the cardinalities of the 2 relations and Degree equals to the sum of Degrees of of the 2 

Relations. 

Adm.No Name Batch 

101 Anu HUM 

102 Manu SCI 

103 Ram COM 

Adm.No Name Batch 

100 Jose COM 

101 Anu HUM 

102 Manu SCI 

Id Name 

100 Rajesh 

101 Mohan 


